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support.Sebastian Baumgartner will have fun with a skydive from the stratosphere Sebastian in Terminal Cafe in Zurich,
recently visited by a group of enthusiasts who are "flying" on Facebook to prove that, yes, it's possible to fly across the world.
Do you consider yourself a daredevil? The time for your Skydive from the stratosphere, knows no limits. This is the upcoming
project of Swiss entrepreneur Sebastian Baumgartner. And thanks to a futuristic balloon, he will be able to take the biggest leap
of his life. The project, which will become a reality in the coming days, will see the latest record holder of the highest skydive

attempt, who in July 2010, became the first person to break the speed of sound, breaking it at 833.6 meters / 2,800 feet per
second. He was suspended in a balloon and use a giant parachute to slow down before landing on the ground. The fun part about

his previous project, was when, according to the International Federation of Parachuting, jumped on a window sill about two
meters high, which he climbed up, and just jumped off, and did not bother about the parachute... Sebastian has already a lot of
experience in the skydiving, which he first learned at 14 years old. But he has never tried to jump from a balloon. We can only

wait for more news about his record, and his latest project
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